Perfect optimization of cash handling with the Coin Recycler and Maxi Cash Recycler from GeWeTe
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THE LATEST Coin Recycler and Maxi Cash Recycler products from GeWeTe provide improved cash handling
facilities for arcades and casinos alike. The elegant machines are finished in a distinctive silver metallic housing
and the modular structure assures the durability and high quality demanded from the cash handling sector. There
is a range of banknote acceptors available on the machines and the number of hoppers can be adjusted to
customer requirements.

The Coin Recycler and Maxi Cash Recycler change coins into banknotes, and banknotes into coins. Both systems
can be provided with one or two banknote dispensing units for one determined banknote value.
Slot of coins in bulk

A new dimension to "cashing out": you can feed in approximately 200 coins at one time, saving both customers and floor staff time in changing
customers' money back into banknotes and providing a more effective method than the traditional coin by coin into a coin acceptor process. Up
to 1000 coin insertion per transaction is possible.
The recycling system not only counts the coins but separates foreign/non accepted coins and verifies them via a specially modified coin
acceptor. The recycling facility allows the counting and verification of around 200 coins per minute. To maintain a high coin capacity, both
recycling hoppers have been connected with a large extension, therefore, a fast and safe parallel dispensing/payout from both hoppers is
possible.
The coin insert drop is created in a special way, so that ash and other small items can fall through, and liquids are diverted away from the cash
system so as not to cause damage. Larger foreign objects are easily removed from the front access panel, ensuring the machines do not need to
be fully opened in front of customers on a busy floor.
This innovative system provides many operational advantages as it will self refill or "recycle" the desired coins back into the hoppers, meaning
that they are ready to be used as change by the customers, resulting in less time spent refilling machines.
Banknote Recycling with the Merkur Dispenser 100

In the near future, GeWeTe will be able to offer Euro-banknote recycling in addition to coin Recycling.
The Merkur Dispenser 100 recycles up to three different banknote denominations with a storage of 100 banknotes. Three different banknote
values, for instance, 10 €, 20 € and 50 € are validated, stored and then made available for re-dispensing.
As these banknotes can be changed several times to coins, the machine always has enough stock. Depending on the definition of the three
banknotes for the banknote recycling, it is possible to have a total temporary stock of 2500,- € up to 5000,- € in banknotes maximum.
The Coin-Recycler

The Coin Recycler is equipped like a normal change machine. The customer can choose between two high quality banknote acceptors from
Japan Cash Machine. In near future, the Merkur Dispenser 100 can be integrated into the Coin Recycler.
The Coin Recycler has a very high capacity of coins i.e. 2 Euro x 28,000 and a banknote capacity of 1000 street-grade banknotes, the Coin
Recycler provides a reliable and cost efficient solution for many environments.
The Maxi Cash Recycler

The Maxi Cash Recycler uses IT to create flexibility. The LCD touchscreen offers maximum ease of use, enabling seamless communication
between user and the cash system. It is possible to set up user, technical and administrator accounts on this system by way of re-useable smart
cards.
Via the web, the Maxi Cash Recycler can be accessed from anywhere. Once connected, you are able to see the statistics, modify settings or to
take out a money remittance securely. The PC- and database application of the Maxi-Cash-Recycler logs every transaction. These transaction
logs can be quickly and easily recalled in the service menu. Internally, everything is saved, stored and can be analyzed whenever required.
The Maxi Cash Recycler offers the perfect security against break-ins. From the double-wall front door with 5-point bolt lock system, the labyrinth
in-door rabbet, the double locking system, the lock for two-way key and the hinge with gripper. Additionally, this machine is fitted with an
additional expansion lock, which "automatically locks" the front door in case of an attack from the side.
Time and money can be saved using the Maxi Cash Recycler: the innovative change system using PC technology from GeWeTe.
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